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ABSTRACT

Recognizing the intents and domains of users’ spoken and
written language is a key component of Natural Language Un-
derstanding (NLU) systems. Real applications however en-
counter dynamic, rapidly evolving environments with newly
emerging intents and domains, for which no labeled data or
prior information is available. For such a setting, we propose
a novel framework, ADVIN, to automatically discover novel
domains and intents from large volumes of unlabeled text. We
first employ an open classification model to discriminate all
utterances potentially consisting of a novel intent. Next, we
train a deep learning model with a pairwise margin loss func-
tion and knowledge transfer, to discover multiple latent intent
categories in an unsupervised manner. We finally form a hier-
archical intent-domain taxonomy by linking mutually related
novel intents into novel domains. ADVIN significantly out-
performs strong baselines on four benchmark datasets, and
data from a real-world voice agent.

Index Terms— Intent Detection, Domain Detection, Lan-
guage Understanding

1. INTRODUCTION

Comprehending the intent and/or domain (groups of mutu-
ally related intents) of users’ language utterances is a key task
in everyday gadgets like mobile phones or smart speaker de-
vices. Various techniques have been proposed in the litera-
ture for this [1–11]. Most methods are supervised or semi-
supervised, i.e. they capitalize on sufficient labeled data, can
only handle a fixed number of intents and domains seen dur-
ing model training, and generalize poorly to new intents or
domains unseen during model development. Zero shot tech-
niques [6, 12] recognize new intents for which no labeled
training data is available. However, they require some (often
unfeasible) additional information like the number of new in-
tent types, and some prior knowledge about the new intents to
be discovered. Efforts have been made to break the closed-
world assumption in the NLU literature [9, 10, 13, 14] via
open world learning or open classification, that identifies in-
stances with labels unseen during training. However, the task
of discovering the actual latent categories within the instances
identified as possessing unseen labels is relatively under ex-

plored [10, 15]. In this work, we attempt to bridge the gap
between the two challenging yet realistic tasks of (i) discrim-
inating utterances belonging to new intents/domains from ut-
terances belonging to already familiar ones, and (ii) organiz-
ing the newly discovered intents/domains into a taxonomy.
Though we address the problem of novel user intent and do-
main discovery, our technique can easily be generalized to any
open classification setting. We propose a novel, three-stage
framework called ADVIN (Automated Discovery of noVel
domaIns and iNtents). It automatically discovers user intents
and domains in massive, unlabeled text corpora, without any
prior knowledge about the intents or domains that the text may
comprise of. Our method first leverages the pre-trained multi-
layer transformer network, BERT [16], to determine if an ut-
terance is likely to contain a novel intent or not. ADVIN next
uses unsupervised knowledge transfer to discover the latent
intent categories in the earlier identified utterances. Finally,
ADVIN hierarchically links semantically related groups of
discovered intents to form new domains. Thus, our main con-
tributions are that ADVIN (i) is completely unsupervised with
respect to the number and names of novel intents and domains
it detects; (ii) jointly detects novel domains and novel intents
to form an intent-domain taxonomy; and (iii) defines a new
loss function to learn pairwise distances between utterances.

2. OUR MULTI-STAGE FRAMEWORK ADVIN

Consider a corpus of utterances DT labeled with S seen in-
tents and SD seen domains; and a corpus of unlabeled ut-
terances DC consisting of U novel intents and UD novel do-
mains. S ∩ U = ∅ and SD ∩ UD = ∅.
Stage I: Detecting Instances with Novel Intents. We con-
struct a two-step system to detect the presence of novel in-
tents U in input instances, without any labeled training ex-
amples for these novel intents. Prior open classification lit-
erature has modeled the problem of finding novel or unseen
classes as an (S + 1)-class classification problem, with S
seen classes and an additional unseen class [13, 15, 17]. We
leverage vast amounts of linguistic and contextual knowledge
from the pre-trained language model BERT [16], to learn an
(S + 1)-class classifier (Figure 1), that classifies utterances
as containing a novel intent or not. We fine tune the param-
eters θ in different BERT layers with different learning rates



Fig. 1: Overview of both stages I (Detecting instances con-
taining novel intents) and II (Discovering novel intent cate-
gories) of our proposed approach ADVIN

as per [18]. Labeled training data DT is available for the S
seen intents. We use out-of-domain (OOD) intent detection
datasets distinct from both DT and DC , as training data for
the (S+1)-th ‘novel’ intent class. This OOD data comes from
out-of-domain, intent-labeled publicly available datasets (e.g.
SNIPS [19], ATIS [20]) that do not require extra human anno-
tation effort. Note that while training the (S + 1)-class clas-
sifier, ADVIN only requires the information that the OOD in-
tents do not overlap with those in DT (by definition), and not
the actual intent labels of the OOD data. However, if the OOD
data (e.g. SNIPS) is annotated with m intent classes, ADVIN
can use this information by fragmenting the (S + 1)th class
into m classes, forming an (S +m)-class classifier. Using m
classes may provide a better representation of the texts con-
taining unseen intents (see Table 2). An utterance classified
into any of the m classes is flagged as having a novel intent.
To learn an effective distribution of the data belonging to the
seen and novel intents, we adopt an additional step inspired
by the Deep Open Classification algorithm (DOC) [13]. Af-
ter Step I classifies the input as having a seen or novel intent,
ADVIN learns statistical confidence thresholds for each seen
intent si. It thus captures instances that have been classified
to one the S seen intents with a low confidence. If the class-
specific prediction probabilities for an utterance are less than
the thresholds learned for each seen intent si, that utterance is
also classified as having a novel intent (Figure 1).

Stage II: Discovering the Latent Novel Intent Categories
from the Unlabeled Instances. We use complete-linkage,
agglomerative hierarchical clustering [21] to group together
related utterances in DX , and find the potential novel intents
U . We assume that utterances in the training set DT of seen
intents, as well as those in the unlabeled corpus DX of newly
emerging unseen intents come from similar distributions.
First, we hierarchically cluster the labeled training data ut-
terances DT , using the seen intents as ground truth cluster
labels. We obtain a distance value δ by maximizing the F1
score of their clustering arrangement. In an ideal scenario,
every obtained cluster Li represents a single seen intent. Our
final step is then to transfer this distance threshold δ learnt
from the seen intent utterances, to hierarchically cluster utter-
ances in DX containing novel or unseen intents. This distance

threshold δ is defined as max
x∈Li,xp∈Lj

f(Emb(x), Emb(xp))

according to complete-linkage hierarchical clustering. Here,
function f(.) quantifies the distance between the embeddings
Emb(.) of an utterance pair (x, xp) belonging to clusters Li

and Lj respectively.
We train a neural network model to obtain utterance em-

beddings Emb(.) for both the labeled corpus of seen intents
(DT ) and the unlabeled utterances detected to contain novel
intents (DX ). We utilize the knowledge from both the seen
intents S as well as seen domains SD to train this model (see
Figure 1). We create a training dataset from DT compris-
ing pairs of utterances (x, xp). Both x and xp contain a seen
intent. For each x, there are three possible choices for its
paired utterance xp: (i) xi containing the same domain and
intent as x, (ii) xj containing the same domain but differ-
ent intent than x, and (iii) xk containing a different domain
and intent than x. Thus, xp ∈ {xi, xj , xk}. These utterance
pairs (x, xp) are fed as input to a BERT transformer block,
termed EncoderNet. We use the same learning rate de-
cay strategy of fine-tuning the BERT layers as Stage I. Repre-
sentations E(x) and E(xp) are learned by the second last
BERT layer. The next layer on top of the EncoderNet
blocks uses a distance function d to compute pairwise rep-
resentation distances, subject to the following bi-directional
constraints: (i) the distance d(E(x), E(xi)) between the rep-
resentations of x and xi should be less than d(E(x), E(xj));
(ii) d(E(x), E(xi)) should be less than d(E(x), E(xk)); and
(iii) the distance d(E(x), E(xj)) between the representations
of x and xj should be less than the distance d(E(x), E(xk))
between the representations of x and xk. These constraints
use linguistic and semantic relationships to ensure that utter-
ances containing distinct domains or intents should be more
distant in the learned embedding space from utterances con-
taining the same domains or intents. We then formulate a loss
function L to train our model:

L =
1

M

∑
i,j,k

{max[0,m1 + d(E(x), E(xi))− d(E(x), E(xj)]

+ αmax[0,m2 + d(E(x), E(xi))− d(E(x), E(xk)]

+ βmax[0,m3 + d(E(x), E(xj))− d(E(x), E(xk)]}
where m1, m2, m3 are predefined margins, α and β are
predefined weighting scalars and M is the total number of
utterance pairs (x, xp). We found such a loss formulation
to outperform the popular contrastive loss [22] and triplet
loss [23] functions (see Table 3). Next, a non-linear activa-
tion followed by a linear layer outputs embeddings Emb(x)
and Emb(xp) for the pair (x, xp). Finally, pairwise distances
f(Emb(x), Emb(xp)) are computed between all utterance
pairs in this embedding space, to be given as input to hier-
archical clustering. Note that we do not require any intent
or domain labels for the unlabeled corpus DX containing the
unseen (novel) intents.
Stage III: Linking Mutually Related Novel Intents into
Novel Domains to form a Taxonomy. We hypothesize that



using the domain labels available for the seen intents directly
can better categorize the related novel intents into novel do-
mains. We perform these steps to link intents into domains
and create an intent-domain taxonomy.
(i) Assuming an ideal clustering in Stage II, each seen intent-
cluster Li will contain utterances belonging to a single seen
intent si ∈ S. The domain label of cluster Li would be the
seen domain ∈ SD of intent si itself. However, Li may not
be completely pure, i.e. it may contain utterances with varied
seen intent labels. In such cases, we assign the domain label
for the seen intent-cluster Li as the domain of the intent of the
majority of the utterances in Li.
(ii) We obtain a representationEmbL(Li) for each seen intent
cluster and each novel intent cluster, Li, as the average of the
embeddings Emb(x) (Figure 1) of all utterances x ∈ Li.
(iii) Finally, we cluster the representations EmbL(Li) of the
seen intent-clusters Li themselves. This time we use the seen
domains as ground truth cluster labels (instead of the seen in-
tents as in Section 2). As earlier, we obtain a distance thresh-
old δ that maximizes the F1 score for the seen domains. We
transfer this threshold to perform hierarchical clustering of
the novel intent-clusters. Each cluster so obtained contains
groups of related novel intents, representing novel domains.
Thus, ADVIN creates a taxonomy of novel intents and do-
mains from unlabeled utterances.

3. EVALUATION

We test ADVIN on both controlled and real-world intent and
domain detection datasets of SNIPS [19], ATIS [20], Face-
book’s task-oriented parsing (FTOP) data [24], NLU eval-
uation data (NLUED) [25] and Internal NLU Data from a
commercial voice assistant, containing utterances of different
lengths. We completely remove all utterances associated with
certain random sets of intents and domains from the training
and validation sets of ADVIN (Table 1). We acknowledge that
this might not be completely possible in case of real applica-
tions without manual effort, since an unlabeled data corpus
may consist of any number of seen and unseen intents. How-
ever, the classifier in Stage I of our approach will still be able
to handle such cases by definition, since it has been trained to
detect instances containing novel intents. We compare Stage
I of ADVIN of detecting the presence of novel intents in input
utterances, with existing methods (DOC [13], IntentCaps [6],
LOF-CL [9]), as well as variants of ADVIN in Table 2.
(i) ADVIN (1-unseen)/ADVIN (1-unseen + DOC): variants
of ADVIN using an (S+1)-class classifier in Stage I (Sec-
tion 2), with and without the additional check per the DOC
heuristic (Step II of Stage I).
(ii) ADVIN (m-unseen): using an (S+m)-class classifier,
without the DOC heuristic (Step II) in Stage I. We utilize
‘m’ intent class labels (if available) for the OOD public data
(described in Section 2. We do not require any intent labels
for the unlabeled utterances DC .

Table 1: Evaluating ADVIN on discovering novel intents and
domains removed during training.
Dataset Sets of domains removed from training data

for evaluation.
Size Avg.

text
len.

SNIPS Set 1: Weather, Restaurant; Set 2:
AddToPlaylist, RateBook

13.8K 9.05

ATIS Set 1: airline, meal, airfare, day-name,
distance; Set 2: flight-time, flight-no, flight,
aircraft, ground-service

5.87K 11.2

FTOP Set 1: unsupported, unsupported-event,
unsupported-navigation, unintelligible

44.78K 8.93

NLUED Set 1: Email, Cooking, Transport; Set 2: Alarm,
Audio, Calendar

11.1K 6.84

Internal
NLU
Data

Set 1: Weather, Calendar, Todos; Set 2:
Bookings, Sports, Search, Video, Media; Set 3:
Recipe, Music, Shopping,Communication

3.16M 3.72

Table 2: F1-score of various approaches for detecting if an
utterance contains a novel intent (Stage I).

Approach SNIPS ATIS FTOP NLUED Internal Dataset
Set1 Set2 Set1 Set2 Set1 Set1 Set1 Set2 Set3

DOC [13] 0.73 0.69 0.71 0.7 0.76 0.73 0.7 0.73 0.72
IntentCaps [6] 0.81 0.77 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.81 0.82 0.83 0.78
LOF-CL [9] 0.79 0.73 0.68 0.74 0.78 0.8 0.84 0.8 0.82
ADVIN
(1-unseen) 0.76 0.73 0.68 0.72 0.78 0.76 0.77 0.75 0.79
(1-unseen 0.85 0.81 0.73 0.8 0.87 0.84 0.86 0.87 0.88
+DOC)
(m-unseen) 0.78 0.75 0.7 0.75 0.8 0.85 0.8 0.8 0.82
(proposed) 0.9 0.87 0.78 0.84 0.9 0.89 0.9 0.92 0.9

We next evaluate Stages II and III of discovering the ac-
tual intent categories in user utterances identified by Stage I,
and linking the newly discovered intents into domains. As
per our knowledge, work in the literature only detects if ut-
terances contain novel intents or not, and does not identify
groups of latent intent categories in unlabeled text. Thus, we
compare ADVIN with its own variants in Table 3:

(i) ADVIN (clf+hier): uses the representation learned by
the 2nd to last BERT layer of our Stage I classification model
in Figure 1, as input to hierarchical clustering.

(ii) ADVIN (triplet+hier): uses embeddings learned by a
triplet network [23] as input to hierarchical clustering. The in-
puts to the network are utterance triplets (x, x−, x+). x− and
x+ contain the same domain and intent, and different domain
and intent as utterance x respectively.

(iii) ADVIN (ProdLDA): uses a neural topic modeling
method ProdLDA [26] to discover novel intents, instead of
clustering. ProdLDA needs the number of topics as input,
so we give it the number of clusters output by “ADVIN (as
proposed)”. We choose topic modeling because it is a good,
unsupervised alternative way of discovering clusters or com-
ponents in data. Ground truth intent and domain labels are
available for the various data Sets we used for evaluation (see
Table 1). We thus evaluate the novel intents and domains dis-
covered via standard clustering metrics: (i) Comparing the
number of discovered intents and domains to the ground truth
number; (ii) Normalized Mutual Information (NMI); (iii) Pu-



Table 3: Discovering the latent intent types for utterances
with novel intents (Stage II). ‘#int.’ shows the number of dis-
covered intents, ‘GT’ denotes the true number of intents, and
‘Pur.’ denotes cluster purity.
Approach SNIPS Set 1(GT=2) SNIPS Set 2(GT=3) FTOP Set 1(GT=4)

#int.,NMI,Pur.,F1 #int., NMI, Pur., F1 #int.,NMI,Pur.F1)
Clf+hier 3, 0.78, 0.9, 0.76 3, 0.7,0.8, 0.69 24, 0.4, 0.56, 0.38
Triplet+hier 4, 0.71, 0.81, 0.69 5, 0.65, 0.76, 0.66 48, 0.36, 0.51, 0.35
ProdLDA NA, 0.71, 0.84, 0.72 NA, 0.66, 0.79, 0.68 NA, 0.42, 0.53, 0.38
Proposed 3, 0.8, 0.92, 0.78 3, 0.72, 0.83, 0.71 19, 0.46, 0.61, 0.51

Table 4: Evaluating ADVIN at predicting if a pair of utter-
ances contain the same novel intent or not. We show the F1-
score computed via two sources of ground truth (GT) intent
labels, separated by a ‘/’: (i) a user study (US) and (ii) original
dataset-provided intent annotations.

Approach FTOP: F1 US-GT
/ F1 Dataset-GT

Internal: F1 US-GT /
F1 Dataset-GT

ADVIN (clf+hier) 0.66 / 0.6 0.6 / 0.68
ADVIN(triplet+hier) 0.6 / 0.57 0.55 / 0.61
ADVIN (proposed) 0.7 / 0.61 0.61 / 0.71

rity: the extent to which a cluster contains utterances having
the same intent or domain label; (iv) F1 score.

Table 2 shows the F1-score of various approaches, on
classifying an intent as novel or not on different datasets
with different dataset configurations. We observe that our
proposed approach in the last row, using an (S + m)-class
classifier and the DOC heuristic, significantly outperforms
all baselines on all datasets by at least 6% F1 score points.
ADVIN also outperforms the zero shot IntentCaps model
(that uses relevant information available beforehand about
the new test intents to be discovered), without using any prior
knowledge about the novel intents to be discovered. The
last row of Table 3 shows that Stage II of ADVIN as pro-
posed significantly outperforms all baselines. The learned
intent-clusters have a purity >75% and F1-score >60% for
the SNIPS, NLUED and Internal datasets. Purity decreases
to 61% for FTOP, primarily because semantically diverse
utterances have the same ground truth intent label of ‘unsup-
ported’ or ‘unsupported-event’. The ‘NA’ value for “ADVIN
(ProdLDA)” in the column ‘# int.’ denotes that the ProdLDA
algorithm does not output the number of new intents dis-
covered. It takes this as input in the form of the number of
topics. We find similar empirical trends for ATIS Sets 1 and
2, NLUED Set 2 and Internal Data Sets 2, 3 and 4. ADVIN
discovers 1.5-4.5 times more novel intents than present in the
ground truth, as seen from the ‘# int.’ columns in Table 3.
For example, we observe that the ‘unsupported’ category of
FTOP has been split up by ADVIN into 7 finer-grained, se-
mantically sensible novel intents. E.g., the utterances “What
city has the most traffic in the US” and “Family friendly bars
near me”, from the ‘unsupported’ intent category, have been
separated by ADVIN into different intent categories. We
thus find that ADVIN largely learns semantically appropriate,
discriminative representations for the novel intents.

We next perform manual evaluation of ADVIN by recruit-

Table 5: Sample intents and domains detected by ADVIN.
FTOP data utterances containing
novel intents FI1, FI2, FI3

NLUED utterances containing
novel intents NI1,NI2,NI3

FI1: Any parks near Fillmore that
offer sledding; Do they have snow
sleds at Ober Gatlinburg; Ice skate
rink hours for Dec 9th

NI1: Tell me about Mary S. in
my contacts; how many numbers
are saved for Ale; what is John
Doe’s address

FI2: Closest nightclub that has
dancing; Find the nearest dance club
that has a live band; Directions to
the Die Antword concert

NI2: i need an email chain to my
mother i’m planning a trip to see
her ask her how the weather will
be so i know how to pack; what is

FI3: Are there any drive-in movie
theaters left in Ohio that are open in
the fall; Movie theaters near me

the subject of the email that just
arrived; check for this mail in my
contact if not then add it

Novel domain FD1: novel intents
FI2 and FI3

Novel domain ND1: novel
intents NI1 and NI2

ing crowd workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk for the FTOP
data and employees familiar with the Internal Dataset. We
provide a set of random utterance pairs predicted by ADVIN
as having novel intents to the annotators, and ask them to indi-
cate whether the pair is likely to belong to the same intent cat-
egory or not. Each instance is annotated by three annotators,
and we followed recommended practices for crowd sourc-
ing [27] to ensure good quality annotations. For both datasets
we compute the F1-score in Table 4, by comparing the output
of ADVIN with that of the human annotators, for 2500 FTOP
utterance pairs (inter-annotator agreement Cohen’s κ = 0.78)
and 1100 Internal data utterance pairs (Cohen’s κ = 0.9). We
observe that ADVIN as proposed, significantly outperforms
baselines by at least 5% with respect to human evaluation.

We show in Table 5 sample utterances that have been dis-
covered by ADVIN as containing novel intents and domains.
Utterances talking about similar or related topics (e.g. sled-
ding, ice skating in the first row) are grouped into a single in-
tent category. In the second column, utterances about various
email aspects are collated into a novel ‘email’ based domain.

4. CONCLUSION

We propose a generalizable framework, ADVIN, to discover
novel intents and novel domains in unlabeled text, utilizing
an existing labeled corpus of non-overlapping intents, a pre-
trained language model and knowledge transfer. We first
identify all unlabeled utterances containing novel intents. We
develop a model that maximizes inter-intent variance and
minimizes intra-intent variance between labeled utterance
pairs; and transfers knowledge learned from the labeled in-
tents seen during training to the unlabeled data containing
novel intents. We also form an intent-domain taxonomy by
hierarchically linking the detected, related novel intents into
novel domains. ADVIN significantly outperforms strong
baselines on real data. In future, we aim to detect multiple
intents or domains per utterance; and use additional knowl-
edge to better model human-perceived intents and domains.
A more detailed version of this work is available here [28].
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